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I 
A little bit of kindness 
To others now and then; 
A little bit of blindness 
To faults of other men; 
The wish to be forgiving 
When things, somehow, go wrong 
And life is worth the living, 
And hope is in the song. 
JANUARY 10,1922 
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NOTED PASTOR VISITS TAYLOR 
Dr. Ketcham is pastor of High 
Street M. E. Church, Muncie, Ind., 
one of the largest churches in Meth­
odism. He is an able pastor and 
speaker. This ability became evident 
when he delivered a short address in 
chapel, January 2. 
His theme was "Success," and he 
proceeded by naming "things that lead 
to success." The entire address is 
worth printing, but on account of lim­
ited space it can be given only in brief. 
He advised the students to look for­
ward to success, and to determine to 
accept death rather than defeat. 
Every young person should first get 
the right conception of the world, then 
find the work for which he is best 
suited, but he should always remember 
that if money is his ambition, he 
should never enter the ministry. 
No one should ever enter upon his 
life's work blindly. Before choosing 
a field of activity, he should give it 
these considerations: Is it right? 
Is it clear? Is it reasonable? Is it 
imperative? Lastly, the heart should 
say, "You must do it." Then the 
counsel of a superior should be duly 
considered. 
After a life's work is chosen, then 
make preparation for it. The world 
doesn't need any man before he is 
prepared. 
The lack of finances should not be 
accepted as an excuse from anyone 
for being out of school when he does 
not have the needed preparation. Dr. 
Ketcham told how he worked his way 
through school, and said that others 
could do the same if they had the grit. 
Another element necessary for suc­
cess is the heroic, and with this the 
mastery of self. Unless a man is 
master of himself, he cannot have 
power over others. 
But the chief necessity for success 
is an open mind toward the Infinite. 
Men settle great questions of destiny 
in the quiet hour, therefore it is neces­
sary to have a place of private prayer. 
It is also expedient that we throw 
out a line of faith and connect with 
the Infinite in order that we may have 
a steady experience in this world of 
turmoil. 
Dr. Ketcham closed his address by 
advising the students to take advan­
tage of the instruction they are receiv­
ing for in years to come it will be the 
means of their receiving praise not 
only from their fellow men but from 
the angels in heaven. 
L. C. D. 
THE ONLY WAY OUT—GOD 
Mr. H. G. Wells, special correspond­
ent of the Chicago Tribune to the 
Disarmament Conference, closes his 
first letter, after depicting the world 
crisis that impends, the desperate 
financial, social and moral bank­
ruptcy that threatens, with the fol­
lowing observation: 
To face which situation in the 
world's affairs, this crowd of hastily 
complied representatives, and their 
associates, dependents and satellites, 
now gathers at Washington. They 
are all, from President Harding down 
to the rawest stenographer girl, hu­
man beings. That is to say they are 
all inattentive, moody, trivial, selfish 
even for more than a year or so 
ahead. 
Everyone has some sort of blinding-
personal interest to distort the real­
ities that he has to face. Politicians 
have to think of their personal pres­
tige and their party associations; 
naval and military experts have to 
think of their careers. 
One may argue it is as good a 
gathering as our present circum­
stances permit. Probably there is 
some good will for all mankind in 
everyone who comes. Probably not 
one is altogether blind to the tre­
mendous distaster that towers over 
us, but all are forgetful. 
And yet this Washington confer­
ence may prove to be the nearest ap­
proach the human will and intelli­
gence has yet made to a resolute 
grapple against fate upon this planet. 
We cannot make ourselves wiser than 
we are, but in this phase of universal 
danger we can at least school our­
selves to the resolve to be charitable 
and frank with one another to the 
best of our ability, to be forgiving 
debtors, willing to retreat from hasty 
and impossible assumptions, seeking 
patience in hearing and generosity in 
action. High aims and personal hu­
mility may yet save mankind. 
There is nothing more time than 
those last few lines. And might we 
add: In view of our human limita­
tion, of our inability to see far ahead 
or even correctly judge the present, 
there is need of divine light to be 
poured upon the scene. If ever a 
company of men, assembled to deter­
mine upon momentous issues, needed 
aid from above, it is now. If ever 
the people of God confronted a des­
perate situation, one demanding their 
every ounce of faith and Christian 
forbearance, that time is the present. 
America, the allies, the world, need 
God, and unless the commissioners 
at Washington recognize God and 
strive to know his will concerning 
them, the conference will uterly fail. 
The situation is desperate. There is 
only one way out—GOD. 
—Northwestern Christian Advocate. 
d 
GOSPEL TEAM GOES TO 
SWEETSER, IND. 
Sunday Jan. 1, 1922, a gospel team 
from Taylor University had a very 
successful day at the Methodist 
Church at Sweetser. Both morning 
and evening services were largely at­
tended. 
The morning service was turned 
over to Bro. Edmund Cortez, Captain 
of the team, and a testimony meeting 
was called for. A hearty response 
was made by a large number of the 
faithful Christians of the church, in 
which they told of their experiences 
in Christian life and of how some 
years ago found the Lord precious to 
their needy souls. The service was 
very touching and a real Christ-like 
spirit prevaled. 
Each member of the team gave a 
short testimony of their experiences. 
Bro. Kerr gave a very interesting 
and brief talk on how the Lord called 
him to give up his business and pre­
pare himself to enter the ministry. 
Messrs. M. Smith and Harold Eaton 
rendered a very excellent and touch­
ing duet and Bro. Lindsey sang a 
solo which was very suitable for the 
occasion. 
The evening service was very 
spiritual and God seemed to be pres­
ent to those at the service. Bro. Cor­
tez delivered a very forceful and stir-
ing- sermon, which seemed to touch 
every heart present. After the ser­
mon an invitation was extended to all 
who felt the need of Christ to rule 
in their lives more, and especially to 
those who wished to fit themselves 
for the coming meetings which have 
in truth already begun. A number of 
the members came forward to recon­
secrate themselves to God for the re­
vival work. 
The pastor was very much pleased 
with the results of the service. 
The team was entertained at the 
parsonage by the pastor, Rev. Valen­
tine. A great revival is predicted 
for the church of Sweetser, Ind. 
o 
The way of transgressors is hard, 
because it is a well-beaten path. 
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..... whole year is there anything of this 
_r n j ? nature which will give united enthus-
: lnter-Gollegiate Debating |iasm 
I i This environment has created a 
spirit of fear. The opponents of Inter-
Feeling the need of stronger debate who can compete for collegiate de- ™degaate debates argue principally 
in Taylor University, and feeling that bating honors. A constructive revis- r°™ , ree S an Pom s- ( ) e c^a" 
Inter-Collegiate Debate is the agent ion of methods and a raising of stan- ,PU °U a wm"mS c'a™' ® 
needed to secure this end, I wish to dards must result. Not only the in- ?tuden*° are t°° ,bf.7' (T3) 1It11W0Uld 
present a few of my outstanding con- dividuals representing T. U. in the ow®r e sPlrl ua 1 e' s a treat 
victions. major contests, but each member of "J f *eBe P°mtS+ seParately" . , , .. , , ... , , , hirst, it we cannot put out a win-
First, Inter-Collegiate Debate will ^debating clubs will be benefited ning. team with ^ present training 
necessitate rigid confirmation to the y e new y crea^ atmosphere. is it not an acknowledgement that the 
standard rules of argumentation. 0 e™p asls lai< upon good de" right training is lacking? If that be 
bating will be entirely consistent with , , , . f , 
The precedent of seclusion, for years the high scholastic standard to which us c°me m contact with other 
predominant in Taylor University, has T. U. aspires, and I doubt not, will collef'eS' Mo*e°ver m the state deba1> 
resulted in the adoption of, or grow- ultimately bear desirable weight in league of last ycaf the smaller 
ing into, a type of debate peculiar only that direction. colleges won over the larger; North 
to this institution. The fact that com- GEORGE J. STODDARD Manchester trom Earlham, Indiana 
petition has been of an internal nature Central from Earlham; Goshen from 
only, explains in part the general Depauw. 
digression from a pure form of de- Why did I come to Taylor Univer- Second, three term hours credit is 
bate. Lack of interest, diligent prepa- sity? I came to Taylor for the same g'ven hy action of the faculty to inter-
ration and constructive criticism have purpose that most of us have come, co"eg'iate debaters. Therefore suffi-
in turn had a deleterious effect upon that I might develop myself as fully cb;rd time may be given to prepare 
"good debate." In the several debates as possible for Christian service. I 'tle debate. ihis refutes the second 
to which I have listened in the term believe in the ideals that Taylor cbarge. 
just past, strong points have been stands for and I would like to see her third, those who are afraid of spir-
advanced on each occasion, but rarely become the outstanding school for 'tual decline may rest assured that 
have these points been clinched. The Christ in the country. I am firmly this phase was given careful consid-
most conspicuous weakness in our convinced that inter-collegiate debate era^on before the faculty gave their 
clubs has been erroneous judging of would be a great aid in the full Permissi°n for inter-collegiate de-
debates. Not to infer that partiality development of the student. A good hates. Debates with other colleges 
has been deliberately shown towards debate necessitates quick and accurate Wld teach us to be men and to taice 
persons participating, but an unmis- thinking. This kind of training is de*ea* as men. 
takable favor is invariably shown necessary in order that we might cope itlc challenge has come. Already 
toward the moral of the subject for with life problems in an efficient man- 'wo or nlore colleges have desired to 
debate. The general tendency of Tay- ner. Inter-club debate does not afford Qehate with us. Snail we continue 
lor students to line up with moral sufficient competition and prepara- our isolation or shall we declare that 
issues at stake, is perhaps a com- tion. In inter-collegiate debate every- ls(hation ended ! Let us accept the 
mendable fault, but a gross violation thing is put into it to win. The best challenge and then develop good de-
of legitimate methods used by boards minds of the two contesting schools ha^™S teams, 
of decision. Debates must be won by compete. This arouses a unified school JOHN S. DENBO. 
points proved and disproved. spirit. This spirit would help main-
I have enumerated briefly the weak- ber standards and spread them ^ that inter.collegiate debating 
ncss of our debating clubs in order a roa ' WYATT SMITH is Permitted at Taylor, it has caused 
that you, fellow colleagues, may see many to express their opinions con-
more clearly the possibilities that In- cerning the profitability of this new 
ter-Collegiate Debate embraces for why should Taylor University have adventure for our school. But could 
Taylor University. Inter-Collegiate debates? This is a anything be more natural? 
In Inter-Collegiate Debate, we shall question many students are asking. Every new undertaking always has 
be meeting teams who will have been Some are saying, "Is not the present its sympathizers and its objectors. I 
accustomed to debating according to curriculum and student organization have been asked to state to which of 
the "rules of the game." Our hope all that is necessary for the develop- these classes I belong, 
for successful competition with them ment of a college man or woman? [ am jn favor of inter-collegiate 
depends wholly upon the attainment I answer, "No." debating, providing it is done in the 
of a similar degree of efficiency. Ar- We have an isolated environment, right spirit without any dishonest 
gdmentation is our most important Taylor University is a little world in methods. I believe, however, there 
form of discourse. We find that it is itself with marked characteristics in are many dangers at this point, 
emphasized directly or indirectly m thought. There are elements that I favor inter-collegiate debating be-
every phase of our cultural curricu- make for division. The students are cause I believe it is profitable to those 
lum. Inter-collegiate debating will be divided three times a year by inter- wh0 participate. Most everyone will 
conducive to a desirable spirit of riv- club debates, several times a year in agree that debating is very beneficial 
airy in our debating clubs. ^ athletics, and once a year at the close, in itself. It is the person who is able 
Each will naturally be desirous of a great division in the inter-society to think on his feet that wins the 
placing at least one man on the team debates and contests. Not once in the laurels today. Debating will help us 
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to do this. After a person has devel- lor. It breeds division in our social Many of the students have made 
oped this art in his own school, it life which can be warded off by the new resolutions. May their power to 
is then good time for him to get out clubs coming together to fight a com- act be as great as their power to 
and meet the methods and opinions of mon battle—to see the Eulogonians desire. The one great resolution we 
others. Inter-collegiate debating will and the Eurekans lose their identity should make is that we might live 
help him to do this. while fighting side by side for Taylor, wherever Christ wishes to put us, as 
The man or woman who expects to There is no comparison between a sunbeam, not a cloud, and to show 
enter some kind of public work, be it Intercollegiate Athletics and Inter- Christ's pre-eminence in every word 
political, educational or religious, will collegiate Debating. In one we dis- and deed. 
have to meet the world some day. play muscle while in the other we 
Then he will wish he had availed him- exercise brain. Our primary purpose Two of our gtudentg were unaWe 
self of the opportunities to study to for coming to college is education. t return on acCount of illness Miss 
show himself approved unto God, a Intercollegiate debating promotes this Loujse Smith win perhapg retura next 
workman that needeth not to be purpose, while intercollegiate ath- week and Mr j w Johngon win b_ 
ashamed. There is no premium on letics appeal to the spectacular and abjy be a [ate 
ignorance. It is the man who knows lower the educational standards. Per-
who is a success in life. sonally, I must say that the Debating 
Behold the wrecks along the path- Club has been a helPful factor in my Prof" and Mrs" Verne Westlake are 
way of life. They are there because life" 1 know of no class nor organi- comfortably settled in their attractive 
at some time they were unable to zation that has done half as much in new bungalow near the college campus 
meet their opponents. They were not helping me to make my education which was erected especially for their 
prepared. Inter-collegiate debating Practical. use by the trustees of Taylor Univer-
will help us to be prepared. FRED D. WILDE. sity. 
FRANCIS H. FLETCHER. ... . „ , T.. , . , Miss Miriam Teed visited Miss Lulu 
LOCALS Whitacker at Mill Grove over the 
The students of history turn to the week-end. 
past and read as if a living panorama Arthur C. Prust, who is now a . 
of action were actually moving on the student in Baldwin-Wallace College, Mlss Iris Abbey' of chebause, 111., 
stage before them. We see the Greeks but a former student of Taylor Uni- sPent her vacation at her home here, 
and Romans contesting for laurels in versity, was a recent visitor on the 
their annual literary festivities. campus. Wendell Ayres spent a few days last 
In any private or public, ancient or week at ChicaS°> visitinS friends' 
modern gathering, the costumes, man- Vacation days are over, and, after Miss Orrel Allen a former srradnate 
ners, modes or life, intellectua idea s spentjing- them in a most joyous way, 0f T U spent the week-end visiting 
and religious training may be ex- ^ return ready to begin WQrk with ga'dfe Miller. Sss aZT 
changed which will be ^ene cia 0 a greater determination than ever, teaching school at Arlington Ohio the participants. New thoughts may May the New Year of 1922 be ^ begt ^ at Arlington, Ohio. 
be brought and mistakes corrected. year in the history rf Taylor Uniyer. Frandg Br & former duate 
In debating, material ^ gathered Slty. from Taylor University, visited old 
from all sides of the auestion: then ,. . , , , . n x j friends here on Monday. 
it is presented m a collected, con- Sixteen new students have joined 
densed, organized, logical manner, as 0ur ranks this term. We welcome you Mr. and Mrs. Lester white and chn. 
each speaker tries to convince his most heartily and hope that dear old dren have returned from Washington 
°PP0nent" . . , T" U: "0t only.Ifei a blfcssin^ t0 Pa., where they spent a few days with 
No less is this true of the principle you, but that you will do your utmost White's parents. 
of inter-collegiate debates. Here the to advance Taylor. 
highest types of scholarship meet rep- Prof. Newton Wray spent Sunday, 
resentatives of various colleges. New Paul Dunlap, who is now teaching January 1, at Frankfort, Ind., where 
ideals and standards of life are at- in High School, has been visiting he is supplying the pulpit of Rev. 
tained; morality and religion are friends in this vicinity. J. F. Frazier for several weeks. 
strengthened. Hence we will find the 
"Purple and Gold" uplifted, her schol- We carry our neighbor's failings in Sunshine and shadows have mingled 
astic standards raised, and a wider sight; we throw our own over our In the year that has passed away; 
recognition received among the col- shoulders.— (French Proverb). Sunshine and shadows will mingle 
leges of our land. In the year that we meet today. 
ZALO G. MILES. An interesting event of Saturday But hand in hand wtih the Master, 
evening was the Watch Party in the We fear not what it may bring, 
gym, where games and all sorts of He knows, he cares and he loves' us, 
Generally speaking, I am against ^un were enjoyed. This was followed And God is in everything!" 
rivalry. It all depends upon the mo- by a prayer and testimony meeting —,<\ SNOW. 
tive behind it. Friendly rivalry is and the New Year was properly be-
the mother of enthusiasm. Without gun- Every student in Taylor should do 
enthusiasm, our organizations become his part to make the "Echo" a success. 
stationary; they dry up and blow Florence Biggs is with us again and The Echo box is in the hall of the 
away. we enjoy seeing her smiling face, administration building. Please con-
We have intense club spirit at Tay- "Welcome to our Fair City, Biggsie!" tribute to all departments. 
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HABIT IN THE SCHOOLROOM 
Before we can definately relate 
habit to the schoolroom we must de­
fine it. Many psychologists have told 
what they thought it to be, and as a 
result we have many varied defini­
tions. However, from Scully's actual 
definition of what habit is I have made 
one whi'h seems to me to be the 
clearest and most extensive definition 
of any whi'h I have read. I would 
define habit as the tendency for acts 
to acquire greater ease and require 
less and less stimulation thru repiti-
tion. 
Habit has more than a psychologi­
cal intent, it has connection with the 
physical. The nerves which give the 
command to the muscles to perform 
the act are in themselves changed. 
The tissues of the brain are also 
changed. Keeping in mind the physi­
cal as well as the psychological ele­
ment of habit, it will perhaps show 
to some degree at least why we hear 
of and know by our own experience 
the difficulty with which a habit is 
broken. It becomes in time almost as 
real as matter and we find it almost 
as indestructabile. 
Habits are naturally divided into 
two classes, the good and the bad. 
Either kind is thot by some to be as 
easy acquired as the other. However, 
we are told that we were born in sin. 
so I believe to do that which is evil 
requires less will power and therefore 
the bad habit is the easier to form. 
Let us consider for a moment the 
Importance and the prominence of our 
habits. Character has been defined 
as a bundle of habits. And someone 
has very cleverly said that character 
Is what "we are in the dark," or in 
other words it is our heart condition. 
The Judge of all judges "looketh upon 
the heart." Therefore we either stand 
or fall here in this life or in our ex­
istence beyond the grave to a very 
great extent by what our habits are. 
We all agree that the bad habit is 
'objectionable. We should therefore 
give it no room in our character. 
However ,the Tightness or wrongness 
<of a good habit is worthy of thot. It 
is to be admitted that a good habit 
makes it easy for us to do right. 
Furthermore it conserves the power of 
the will, and of the intellect. It not 
only conserves the power of the in­
tellect but there are habits which in­
crease this power, such as the habit 
of deliberation and of observation. 
Regardless of the fact that there 
are many good qualities concerning 
good habits there are also some 
harmful ones. Habit developes rou­
tine and routine is contrary to de­
velopment. Habit, altho of the good 
variety, would lead to stagnation. It 
keeps a man from pushing out into 
new and unexplored fields of endeavor. 
It not only conserves will power but 
in time it destroys the will. When a 
habit-governed man is placed under 
new and varied circumstances he is 
as helpless as a babe because he has 
learned to act along one line only. 
When temptrtion is met a good habit 
not only makes it easy to be good, 
but it also makes it easy to do wrong 
because of the weakening of the will. 
There is one good habit which is in­
deed general and whi'h has few if 
any disadvantages and which would 
do away with many questionable good 
habits. It is the habit of careful de­
liberation over a contemplated act 
whenever such deliberation is possi­
ble. 
The forming of a habit demands a 
certain amount of plasticity. We 
therefore rightly conclude chat the age 
of childhood is the habit-forming age 
in a man's life. What responsibility 
and opportunity is resting upon the 
school teacher! It seems that if all 
the tea'her's times were given to the 
training of the habits of his or her 
pupils there would be still much to 
be done along that line. There are 
some things which a teacher or any­
one must do if he wishes to break or 
form a habit. I might say that in 
a majority of cases a bad habit in 
a child is broken easiest by the form­
ing of a new and contradictory habit. 
In the first place the teacher must 
know the character and disposition of 
thfe child. This is an essential to all 
attempts at guiding or teaching chil­
dren. In beginning a new habit await 
a good opportunity, and see that a 
good start is made. The teacher can 
also give the child much incentive and 
encouragement by possessing the de­
sired habit himself. Another great 
factor in the matter of habit forming 
is in having the child perform the act 
at regular intervals. The frequency 
of the act does not matter so much as 
the regularity with which it is per­
formed. As the acquiring of a habit 
is a matter of growth the teacher 
must possess an unusual amount of 
patience. Time is required and mi'?: 
be willingly given. Prof. James in his 
Psychology states three maxims in a 
very direct and comprehensive way 
which are essential to character-
forming. They are as follows, Maxim 
1—We must take care to launch our­
selves with as strong and decided an 
initiative as possibie. He even ad­
vises going to the extent of making 
a public announcement of our inten­
tion, as that will send us further on 
our way and we will endure longer 
before the temptation to break down 
occurs. "And every day during which 
a breakdown is postponed adds to the 
chances of it not occuring at all." 
Maxim 2—Never suffer an exception 
to occur until the new habit is secure­
ly rooted in your life. On this par­
ticular point Prof. Bain says that 
"every gain on the wrong side un­
does the effect of many conquests on 
the right side." Maxis 3—Seize the 
very first opportunity to act on every 
resolution that you make, and on 
every emotional prompting which you 
may experience in the dire'tions of 
the habits which you wish to gain. 
"No matter how full a reservoir of 
maxims one may possess, and no mat­
ter how good one's sentiments may 
be, if one has not taken advantage 
of every concrete opportunity to act, 
one's character may remain entirely 
unchanged for the better." 
There are certain habits which are 
unquestionably good. The habits of 
cleanliness, neatness, diligence, truth 
fulness and honesty are habits which 
have no bad qualities attached. Some 
people believe that the habit of court­
esy and good manners should be 
placed in this list. However, I take 
exception. To my mind, good man­
ners should rise from a feeling of re­
spect for ones "self and for others. My 
experience has been that the respect 
that in early boyhood prompted acts 
of courtesy to women diminished to 
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a great degree as some of the acts 
became mechanical or habitual. I also 
believe that habit along the line of 
good manners tends, yes, forces some 
people to be hypocritical in their ac­
tions. I do not argue that the teach­
er should not teach and nourish good 
manners. What I do mean is that 
the pupils should ever be reminded of 
the fact that good manners should 
be a true index of life and heart 
filled with love and respect for those 
to whom the courtesies are shown. 
In developing the habits of clean­
liness and neatness the teacher should 
point out the fact that these qualities 
are essential to good health. Show 
the child the reward which naturally 
follows in the wake of these qualities 
and you will find that the develop­
ment of these habits will be easier 
because the desire of the child will 
aid its will power. As a teacher you 
may never hope to succeed in de­
veloping a clean and neat class if 
your hands are dirty and your hair 
uncombed. The habits of cleanliness 
and neatness should not only be de­
veloped in regard to one's personal 
appearance but should be emphasized 
in connection with every thing which 
a pupil does no matter where he is. 
In regard to the moral habits of 
diligence, truthfulness and honesty the 
teacher is required to have a most 
certain knowledge of the child. If 
the pupil is indolent there is a cause 
which should first be attacked. A 
physical weakness or a slow disposi­
tion may cause a child to be or ap­
pear lazy. When the cause has been 
removed the child will be quite active, 
and the teacher's chief duty will be 
to direct this activity in a right and 
proper way. This line of activity 
should be made as pleasant and at­
tractive as possible for a wholesome 
desire is a great increase to the 
power of the will. 
The causes for untruthfulness and 
dishonesty may be a personal envy, 
and active imagination, a fear of pun­
ishment, and selfishness. As has been 
said, these causes should be removed 
if at all possible. The teacher should 
always strive to create a love and ad­
miration for honesty and truthfulness 
in the mind of the pupil. This can 
be done by example and by the read­
ing of and the commenting on good 
literature, especially history. There 
should be absolutely no lax discipline 
in regard to the telling of the truth 
and to being honest. 
So if the teacher be a conscientious 
teacher he will strive to destroy the 
bad habits of his scholars and to de­
velop those which are unquestionably 
good . 
ALUMNI NEWS 
Ward Hill has been ill for some-
George E. Fenstermacher. U*e with malaria. He is an employee 
Q /of the Columbia Tire Co., at Atlanta, 
< no 
NEW STUDENTS ENROLLED 
College 
Bennett, Ralph, Muskegon, Mich. 
Davison, Ralph, Decatur, Ind. 
Graber, G. L., Stryker, Ohio. 
Lewis, Helen L., Marion, Ind. 
Academy 
Georgia. 
Mr. and Mrs. Delbeit Stiles and 
daughter are living at Athony, Kas. 
Mr. Stiles is teacher of history and 
has charge of the athletics in the 
township high school. Mrs. Stiles has 
charge of the girls' dormitory. 
Jewel Southerland is living in a 
Aschliman, Freeman W., Stryker, mining center which, when she came, 
Ohio. had neithep Sunday School nor church. 
Klossner, Edith, Rochester, N. Y. she immediately started a Sunday 
Music Department School which has increased in size 
Mannon, Madge L., Cambridge City, bntil at the present time it has a 
Ind. 
Resler, Joseph W., Upland, Ind. 
Special 
Albright, Ernest L., Upland, Ind. 
Albright, Mrs. E. L., Upland, Ind. 
Holt, Arthur, Waynesville, Ohio. 
Look, Mrs. S. B., Upland, Ind. 
Miles, Z. G., Beloit, Ohio. 
Waasworth, Robert J., Castleton, 
Ind. 
o 
membership of 140. She also ob­
tained the services of a pastor who 
holds regular church services every 
Sunday. 
Fred Thomas is attending school at 
-- -Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
Miss Sarah D. Ulmer, who was pro­
fessor of Expression at Taylor Uni­
versity from '06 to '08 is living with 
her mother at Hudson, New Mexico. 
Gilberta Wray is teacher of Do­
mestic Science in the High School at 
- Van Buren, Indiana. 
Heaven did a recompense as largely Rev and Mrg_ Frank L Breen are 
send: living at Bloomington, 111., where Rev. 
He gave to mis'ry (all he had) a *£een ig pagtol. of the Congrefrationa[ 
tear' y Church. Friends of Mrs. Breen will 
be sorry to learn that she is in the 
GREAT THOUGHTS OF 
FRIENDSHIP 
He gained from heaven ('twas all he 
wish'd) a friend. 
—T. Gray, 
welded into our life is 
than twice five thousand 
A friend 
more to us 
kinsmen. 
sanitarium because of serious illness. 
Mrs. Breen's sister, Miriam Giles, is 
taking charge of the home during her 
illness. 
—Euripides. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ayres are liv-
ing at Bloomington, Ind. Mr. Ayres 
0 Friendship! thou divinest alchemist/ js taking work in the Medical Depart-
that man should ever profane thee! ment of the State University there. 
—D. Jerrold. 
Rev. and Mrs_ Roy Knight and 
daughter are living at Flora, Ind. 
where Rev. Knight is the Methodist 
pastor . 
Mr. and Mrs. Omer Smalley and 
threjp-dSughters are living on a farm 
Uear Golden, North Carolina. Mrs. 
Entreat me not to leave thee, or to Smalley was formerly Mable Snead. 
return from following after thee: for M ... TZ ... , 
whither thou goest, I will go; and Rc' f A'le" Ke'th and reside 
where thou lodgest, I will lodge: thy ^ ^'p t ' £• n the M. E. Pastor. Mr and Mrs. Keith 
Oh, what is life without a friend 
To dissipate our gloom, 
A path where naught but brairs grow, 
Where flowers never bloom. 
—Alfred. 
people shall be my people; and thy 
God my God. - were married last summer and Taylor 
Ruth. Um'versity was one of the many places 
visited on their honeymoon. 
Self Bored. Kenneth Day is attending school at 
When a man is lonesome, he begins R°sf°n University this year and ex-
to realize what poor company he is.— pects to begin his medical training 
Boston Transcript. next year. 
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A CANDLE IN THE DARKNESS 
By a Traveler. 
I wish you could have traveled with 
me in the Congo midst the darkest 
paganism in Africa; through villages 
seeing all the destitution, dirt, super-
stitution and immorality. Then sud­
denly one day you look down from a 
hillside upon a beautiful Christian 
village. 
Here you see streets laid out in 
squares with modern little homes 
built on a line, each having its gar­
den, fruit trees, shade trees, vege­
tables and flowers. Passing through 
one of the gates you find, a brick 
house. The whole family, all being 
neatly dressed, are gathered for a 
meal. You notice that the father 
asks God's blessing upon the food and 
the family living as Christians in our 
own country. The children go to 
school in the morning, neatly clothed 
and carrying their school books under 
their arms. They are being taught 
reading, writing, arithmetic and use­
ful domestic and industrial arts. You 
visit the farms that surround the 
village and you find them so culti­
vated that the Christians are raising 
five or six times as many bushels to 
the acre as their heathen neighbors. 
You find all the industries of a civi­
lized community-
Over there is the missionary's home 
larger than the others, and stands as 
a social settlement and an object les­
son to all around; where you see our 
familiar pictures on the walls, our 
hooks, our magazines on the table; 
when you sit down to a good Ameri­
can meal the tears spring to your 
eyes, you are overwhelmed. Who can 
possibly measure the meaning and 
significance of one cultured, devoted 
Christian family dwelling in the midst 
of these people? 
But perhaps your greatest thrill 
will come when you attend the village 
church. Some church in America has 
sent them a bell. Just after sunset 
every day the bell rings vigorously 
and all the people from all the houses 
resort to the house of God, their com­
mon home. The deacons occupy the 
front pew; the native pastor enters 
the pulpit, reads from God's word— 
which the missionaries have trans­
lated for them—and calls on several 
of the deacons to pray in turn; a 
hymn is announced and you notice 
that nearly every man draws a hymn 
book from his pocket. Then all bow 
reverently and receive the words of 
peace. They break up into little 
knots for a few moments of social 
chatting, then return home, and an­
other day has closed in this Christian 
community. 
Twenty years ago there was noth­
ing here but utter paganism and bar­
barism. Today you see all these 
Christian on-goings. I maintain there 
is no power in the world which could 
produce such a translation of individ­
ual character and social status except 
the Gospel of Jesus Christ. In twenty 
years, under Christian instruction 
and help, these pagans have made the 
leap of twenty centuries of social 
evolution. When the missionaries ar­
rived they were at the bottom level of 
society, the raw material of the hu­
man race. Today they are living on 
a fairly decent level of Christian 
character and attainment. Have our 
scientists given sufficient credit to the 
wonder-working Gospel as a means of 
social transformation? I advise them 
all to take a trip to Africa before 
writing their final word on this sub­
ject. 
DARING WORK AMONG THE 
MOSLEMS 
Robert H. Glover. 
Few missionaries have given them­
selves more uterly to the task of pen­
etrating unoccupied fields than Miss 
Jenny De Mayer, a deeply spiritual 
Christian worker, who is a native of 
Russia. For years she has been mak­
ing quiet but persistent efforts to en­
ter the exclusive Moslem lands of 
Central Asia with the Gospel. These 
efforts have involved great hardship 
and danger, but she is willing to 
make every sacrifice for the love of 
Christ and lost souls. 
On more than one occasion she has, 
in the capacity of a nurse, joined 
caravans and shiploads of Moslem pil­
grims bound for Mecca seeking 
through her ministrations to sick 
bodies to reach and win sin-sick souls. 
Before the war she traversed the far 
interior territory from the Caspian 
Sea to Samarkana, along the line of 
the Russian Railway, and distributed 
the printed Gospel in twelve different 
languages. 
She hopes soon to set out upon a 
fresh attempt to get into Russian 
Turkistan. On account of present 
conditions this means many miles of 
dangerous traveling. It is an under­
taking which requires the most heroic 
faith and courage and demands true 
sympathy and unfailing prayer of 
those who long to see the gospel 
carried to the earth's remotest 
bounds. 
—Moody Monthly. 
THE DEEPEST MISSIONARY 
NEED 
The deepest missionary need of our 
time is not for any material or ex­
ternal thing. The deepest need is 
spiritual. For this task no mere 
numbed of workers at home or on the 
field will be sufficient, nor will pray-
erless giving ever evangelize the 
world, no matter how great the 
amount. One of the elemental means 
for releasing the boundless resources 
of Jesus Christ is prayer. The story 
of every great Christian achievement 
is the history of answered prayer. 
Prayer gives a vision of the world's 
needs. Dean Gouldburn says, "He 
who embraces in his prayer the wid­
est circle of his fellow creatures is 
most in sympathy with the mind of 
God." 
Prayer is a consuming passion in 
pastors like George McGregor, who 
sent out seven missionaries from his 
own church. He said I would rather 
train one man to pray than ten men 
to preach. 
Who can read of the prayer life of 
such soldiers as Chinese Gordon, 
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Jason Lee, James Gilmour, the 
martyr missionary to Mongolia, and 
Judson without hearing the call to Brother Preacher: 
DO YOU PREACH IT? 
intercession? When they found the When did y°u last Preach on Entire 
body of Horace Pitkin after the fury Sanctification ? 
of the Boxer attack had passed by, Did y°u Preach !t as an instantan-
his hands were not bound but clasped eous blessing? Acts 15:9. 
Did you urge believers to expect it 
No doubt Columbus imagined that 
the world was round because it failed 
to treat him altogether square. 
in prayer. 
Let us come back and look at now by faith? Acts 26:18. 
Christ, and let those words once more 
search us through and through: "And 
in the morning, great while before 
day, he rose up and went out and y°^JCOn.ferenf _t_o seek ™ 
departed into a desert place, and 
there prayed. And it came to pass in 
these days that he went out into the 
Did any receive the experience ? 
not, have you the experience? 
Did you not promise before God and 
Did you not say you were groan­
ing (or earnestly striving) after it? 
Have you quit groaning (or earnest-
mountains to pray; and he continued ly striving) after it? 
all night in prayer to God." Is it not If so> when d° e*P°ct to Set d? 
this which our age needs that its life Have >'ou late'y- or ever preached 
may be saturated with the spirit of on Math. 5:18 or 48?, or 1 Cor. 1:30?, 
intercession? To this we are sum- ^ -17., or Acts 19.2 or 
i Eph. 5:25, 26?, or 1 Thess. 4:3?, or moned this hour. . ' ,, ' ' 4:7?, or Heb. 12:14? 
These (especially „ 1 Cor. 1:30 and 
"The church has not yet touched Heb. 12:14) were John Wesley's fav­
orite texts. He records having used 
1 Cor. 1:30 sixteen times. He 
preached on this subject more often 
than any other. Rev. George White-
field said "1 Cor. 1:30 is the most 
comprehensive verse in the bible." 
(Selected) 
Note these weighty words from 
. . . , , , . John Wesley: "Insist everywhere on On the closing night of a seeming- , . . , , ... ,. _ , , full salvation received now by faith, ly fruitless meeting, God appeared 
the fringe of the possibilities of in 
tercessory prayers. Everything vital 
in the missionary enterprise hinges 
upon prayer."—John R. Mott. 
o 
EVANGELISTIC SERVICES ON 
MACY CIRCUIT 
and gave a sgnal victory, in "The m-eachers make a noint 
Life Service Meeting." The back- Bet all our preachers make a point 
of preaching perfection to believers ground of this meeting was the , . , giuunu u .. rj 4- A constantly, strongly and explicitly." 
earnest preaching of the Pastor and " , , . . .. n & "If you speak only faintly and mdi-
Mr. Orville French, with a few earn- ' 3 '  ,  , , ,  r e c t l y ,  n o n e  w i l l  b e  o f f e n d e d  o r  p r o f i t -est missionary talks by Miss Ethel *' Jf , 3 ,, , , .. ed; but if you speak out, although Mabuce, just recently returned from ... , ' , ' J . some will probably be angry yet 
Burma, India. , , T others will soon find the power of Of all services m my pastorate I » 
Press the instantaneous blessing." 
God unto salvation. 
Taylor University stands boldly for 
. the Wesleyan doctrine of Entire Sanc-ing at the altar consecrating then K Q . tification. Beloved, let us be true to 
think this one was the most meaning­
ful. I saw four young people, kneei-
lives to special Christian Service, 
Also parents from four homes re­
sponded consecrating their children to 
special work or to whatever work into 
which God should call them. At the 
last call nine promising young peo- ^he Spirit answers to the blood 
pie came to the altar, all broken up, ^ ^ 
saying that they were willing to go 
anywhere God should call or direct. 
After a season of prayer and re- „The neg.lect of prayer by tho 
joicing, the ciowc was ismisse , we cburcb af bome means defeat at the 
God, our conference, and our school 
and preach this keystone doctrine till 
can sing: 
My heart is cleansed from inbred sin 
And this is how I know 
—H. E. K. 
front of battle."—Edinburgh Confer-trust with a greater vision of the ^ 
world's needs and of what Christian ^"Report"",Vol VL 
Service means. 
—John O. Mabuce, Pastor. 
Q What You Have at Home. 
Be still and do not forfeit what you 
"We have no right to send out nn»- bave at home by turning to seek 
sionaries unless we mean to back ab|.(,ad what you will not find.—Eene-
them up by prayer."—J. R. Mott. ion. 
Some insects reach maturity in 
thirty minutes after biith, and some 
specimens of the human race do not 
mature in thirty years. 
If 
Probably nothing bores a man 
more than to have another man be­
gin to explain something that he was 
ust going to explain. 






Watch for the White Truck 
BROWN LAUNDRY 
& Dry Cleaning Co. 
LOYD OLSON, Agent 
Phones—Office 81, Res. 52. 
Hours: 9-10 a. m. 2-4 and 7-8 p. m. 
Charles A. Sellers, M. 0. 
Internal Medicine and X-Ray 
Diagnosis. 
Pol table X-Ray for bedside use. 
Rooms, Dick Building, Hartford 
City, Ind. 
D E N T I S T R Y  
Dr. O. M. FLINN 
Marion, Indiana 
402 Glass BIk. Phone 3: 
Special Inducements to 
Students. 
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THE VOICE OF THE WINDS 
AND WAVES 
Oh howl ye winds of the forest, 
And break ye waves on the shore; 
For only the voice of your moaning 
Can echo the thoughts of my soul. 
Within the dark eaves of my being, 
Deep in the vaults of my own, 
Away from the gaze of the busy world, 
Unseen by friend or foe. 
My spirit seems bound in a prison 
And chained by the cares of today; 
And it's beating and longing and 
striving 
For liberty, freedom and calm. 
Somewhere out in the vast beyond, 
Out in the mystic, wide unknown, 
There must be a heaven of perfect rest 
Where my spirit shall come to its 
own. 
So moan ye winds through the mid­
night, 
And break ye waves on the shore; 
For your sobbing and beating and 
roaring 
Bring courage and hope to my soul. 
—Inez Miles. 
I am so glad, that in this fresh new 
year, 
This blessed thought can banish every 
fear— 
The Lord is here. 
His feet to go before me, His kind 
eye 
To watch for me, and save from 
every snare; 
His heart to love, His fulness to 
supply— 
Yes, God is here. 
•—Selected. 
? 
DR. ALLEN B. CAINE I 
Osteopathic Physician ! 
i 
Office Hours—9-12 a. m., 2-g p. m | 
Telephone 72 Marion, Indiana i 
Residence 910 W 4th St. Tel. 72-2 f 
• 
Sixth Floor Marion Nat. Bk Bids ; 
If heaven were to be won only by 
achievements it would be a fright­
fully lonesome place. 
W. E. WAGONER 
DENTIST 
Rooms 406-7 Glass Block 
Phone 1235 Marion, Ind. 
Wise parents aren't above apolo­
gizing to their children. 
R. M. HENLEY 
FLORIST 
We grow our own flowers 
Telephone 175. Hartford City, Imd. I 
DR. F. L. RESLER 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
Office Over Postoffice 




FRESH BREAD, ROLLS, 
AND CAKES 
So. Side Square. Phone 37 
Hartford City, Ind. 
GOOD NEWS ABOUT BURDENS ?~ 
There is no merit in most burden-
bearing. The kind of burdens that 
most of us carry, the heaviest kind, 
God tells us we need not carry. In­
deed, he forbids us to carry them if 
we are his children,—like the traffic 
regulation seen at certain places: 
"Burden vehicles not permitted on 
this drive." The way to get rid of 
the weighted-down life is to "Cast 
thy burden upon the Lord, and he 
shall sustain thee." Not only does 
He take the whole weight of our bur­
den which is rolled over upon him, 
but he bears us up at the same time. 
The unburdened life of the resting 
Christian was taught by type, back in 
Old Testament times, when the com­
mand came to the Levites for all 
Israel: "Put the holy ark in the house 
which Solomon the son of David king 
of Israel did build; there shall no 
more be a burden upon your should­
ers." (2 Chron. 35:3). The ark has 
been called the most perfect type of 
Christ in the Old Testament; and the 
temple is a type of every believer, 
present temple of the Holy Spirit. So 
for the believing child of God indwelt 
by Christ and filled with the Holy 
Spirit, "there shall no more be a 
burden." Are we praising God for 
this ? 






Give us a call and be convinced 





We give a 10 per cent discount to all Taylor University students 
READY-TO-WEAR DRY GOODS SHOES 
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Circulation this issue, 1,000 Another resolve which each student 
should make is that of manifesting 
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO an ever growing loya]ty to Taylor 
Published on the second and fourth Tuesdays of each month, by the University. After the holiday vaca-
Taylor University Echo Company, Students of Taylor University, Upland, t;0n, eack student should have a new 
Indiana, from October to June, both months inclusive. realization of the great ideals and 
Entered as Second Class Matter, October 15, 1913, at the Postoffice at standards which the school is trying 
Upland, Ind., under Act of March 3 1879- to maintain. Loyalty to the school 
Pd t • rv>" f EPARTMENT ^ win ghow itgelf by Qur wniingness to 
Associate EdLr ^ ugeEdm™d abide in these ideals-and in our wil1-
Organization Editor Rosabelle Daugherty ingness to make such personal sacri-
Literary Editor Miriam Teed fices as the welfare of the school, as 
Local Lillian Armstrong a whole, demands. Especially during Chronicler and Humorous Editor May Rector , j, . ••• • I, . 
Alumni Eloise Abbey the perlod of transltlon 18 the true 
Athletic Walter W. Rose "Taylor Spirit" needed. The school 
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT needs our constant prayers and ut-
Business Manager Francis H. Fletcher most fidelity- Hence let every student 
Advertising Manager Martin R. Davis- who has testified of his love for Tay-
Subscription Manager — Clarence F. French lor prove that love by an attitude of 
Circulation Manager —Hubert J. Higgins helpfulness. We must stand true. We 
Terms §1.25 per annum (18 issues) in United States, if paid before verily believe the school is pushing 
Jan. 1, 1922; §1.50 per annum if paid after Jan. 1, 1922; $1.50 per annum to forward to a great field of usefulness, 
foreign countries. Single copies, 10c. „ , , . 
Every school has its traditions. The 
traditions of Taylor University have 
always been such as would foster a 
religious life no lower than the high­
est type of New Testament exper­
ience. Taylor was founded as an in­
stitution of learning where young 
people could get an education in an 
environment of deep spirituality. 
Never has this standard been lowered. 
With the most persistent vigilance 
an end, at least if the resolutions are has the religious life of the students 
faithfully kept, to the troubles and been yarded. The standard of "Holi-
irn., i-i .-i i ii n , . ,, . 1 . ness unto the Lord has been carried While on the threshold of a new undesirable experiences resulting from by hundreds of Christian workers who 
year, it is always well to take a mistaken judgments Some people do have gone out from the hal|s of thig 
retrospect of the past year with the °° e leve m making resolutions, institution. Now, more than ever be-
of culling from the 3 kn™!,edge fore, is the world hungry for a full 
has P glares and the reasons there- L Mankind ig gick of a h; 
nas for> coupled with a firm determination i„-„ . . ,. .... , i  , 4 . 1 .  • ,  ,  .  •  i  i  - j  i  .  l e s s  t h a n  r e a l  h e a r t  s a t i s f a c t i o n .  W h a t  brought, the mam elements which to avoid such errors in the future, an opportllnity we have of preaching. 
have had an important influence in make for an intelligent struggle for and teaching a salvation wbich can 
shaping the destinies of life. Many er P®rsona e®cl®ncf" In vlew satisfy every soul need. Those who 
of the events which, at the time, were ° ^ mgs w at should we strive are iiving in sin are anxious to meet 
deemed of utmost weight, now, in the or a ay or * this Jesus who is able to save and to 
light of further developments and We all realize the need of a thor- sanctify. If we tarry until endued 
lapse of time, occupy no place among ough preparation for a life of service with power from on high, and until 
the important considerations of life, to God and man. In beginning the we feel a passion for lost humanity 
On the other hand, some of the mat- new term's work an earnest effort then can we do something which will 
ters which, at the time, were consid- should be made to develop greater enable us to leave this world better 
ered mere trifles, have, by a series of mental efficiency. Intelligent use of because of our lives. "Tarry ye, then 
consequential events, come into a time is absolutely essential to meet go ye; 'tis God's appointed way." Let 
place of some moment. A kindness the daily whirl of a full course of us resolve that our all shall be con-
performed or a favor rendered some studies and of other school activities, secrated to Him. 
friend often brings a rich reward. Health of body must be guarded care-
Likewise a small neglect or fault may fully because of the close association 
cause a great amount of anxiety and of mental and physical vigor. Few 
trouble. Future activity and endeavor are possessed with a passion for 
is to be judged in the light of past study—real digging, 
experiences. All past knowledge is daily work brings to the student a 
the basis upon which further know- satisfaction which is well worth the 
ledge is received. Many people, with effort. A lazy mind must be aroused 
a realization of the mistakes and and set to work by a determined and Enthusiasm is a fine Tarter in the 
blunders -"which they have committed unyielding will, and by a vision of race, but for a pa e-maker give us 
in  the  pas t ,  make  reso lu t ions  fo r  the  wha t  God  can  do  wi th  a  we l l  d i sc ip -  ou r  good  o ld  t rus tv  f r i e m l  
new year which they believe will put lined mind. ance. 
WHAT OF THE NEW YEAR? 
purpose m view 
many experiences 
Equivocation is the effort of him 
who would not play false and yet 
Yet honest Would w,'on8'ly win. Lying is the 
i__ — j— , ' hardened course of him who will do 
both. 
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CHRONICLE THERE WAS NONE TO SPARE LUCKILY THERE WERE TWO 
Dec. 23. Prof. Blodget leads prayer 
meeting. The story of the Christ is 
made very real to us. 
Dec. 24. All down at Taylor's for 
Christmas Eve. Dr. Taylor gives 
everyone all the dates they want 
(the stuffed kind). 
Dec. 25. Merry Christmas! By 
evening some are unable to eat even 
what they get in their sacks. 
Dec. 26. It's the mourning after. 
Dec. 27. Prof. Westlake displays 
great skill but not in music. 
Dec. 28. Register but please adopt 
the motto "Be Brief." Those who 
have passports find they need a pull 
too. Private detective is desired. 
Please see "Abe" Pugh. 
Dec. 29. Still they come! Our pro­
fessors pretend they're glad to see us 
back. Adoption of new Constitution. 
Dec. 30. Joint program of So­
cieties. Basket ball. Will some one 
tell the score keeper how to spell 
"S-e-n-i-o-r-s" ? 
Dec. 31. Watch night service in 
Chapel. 
Jan. 1. Happy New Year! It's 
1922! Rev. Barrett takes pity on the 
dates. "Dan" Rader says "Amen!" 
Jan. 2. More students return. Wel­
come back, Helen and Edith! 
Jan. 3. Reading of Rules! Great 
Scootumbeak! Biggsie has returned 
with her smile. Glad to see you, 
Biggsie. 
Jan. 4. It rains! All nature seems 
to be in sympathy with us. 
The skipper of a small steamer that 
ran up and down the Clyde River "man­
aged one day at low tide to get his 
vessel .on a mud bank. After he had 
exhausted his entire vocabulary in 
describing unfavorably the tide, his 
steamer and his crew he leaned gloom­
ily over the side to wait with what 
patience he could muster for the tide 
to rise. While so engaged he saw a 
girl approach the river, swinging a 
bucket in her hand and obviously in­
tending to get some water. The Wrath 
of the skipper flamed up anew. Lean­
ing farther over the side and shaking 
his fist at her, he said: 
"My lassie, if you tak' one drap o' 
water oot here till I get afloat again, 
I'll warm yer ear for't!" 
"LUJIM" 
Home Made Candy 
Absolutely pure. Fresh daily. 
Special Orders Taken. Phone 1121 
For sale at University Store. 
POORMAN'S 
Sanitary Grocery j 
For 
| STAPLE & FANCY GROCERIES 
f All kinds of Fruits and 
I Vegetables in Season 
NATURE WOULD INSTRUCT HIM 
C. E. Poorman 
UPLAND, IND 
The new British ambassador at 
Washington, Sir Auckland Geddes, 
has a story that he likes to tell about 
seasickness. 
There are numerous remedies for 
seasickness, he says. Some advise 
cotton in the ears; others recommend 
smoked glasses; fasting has its ad­
vantages as well; but for my part I 
incline to the view of the old skipper 
in the anecdote. 
"O captain," moaned a lady passen-
gre, "my husband is frightfully sea­
sick! Can you tell him what to do?" 
"It ain't necessary to tell him, 
ma'am," said the old skipper gruffly, 
"he'll do it." 
A young matron, says Harper's 
Magazine, was the defendant in a case 
tried in a Pennsylvania court. 
"It is understood," said the district 
attorney, "that during the absence of 
your husband you shot a burglar." 
"I did," the young woman admitted. 
"What became of him ? " 
"The other burglar took him away." 
"The other burglar?" 
"Yes, sir; the one I shot at." 
It's the fault of the player if an 
upright piano is a downright nui­
sance. 
Some men avoid a disagreeable 
task by persuading themselves that 
its accomplishment is an impossi­
bility. 
City Barber Shop 
LAUNDRY 
DRY CLEANING 
TROUT & WEAVER 
i i 
DR. W. H. ERVIN 
DENTIST 
Office Phone 192. Res. Phone 193 
Cooley BIk. Hartford City 
Are You With 
Those You Love? 
Separation never occurs 





When a public official imagines that 
he is a big man it's time to fire him. 
A man trusts to luck when he can't 
trust himself or God. 
! Ralph C. Cottrell 
f Glasses Scientifically Fitted 
! SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN 
f TO SCHOOL CHILDREN, 
f 421-422 Marion Nat'l Bank 
! Phone 246 Marion, Ind. 
I WOMEN'S WEAR 
! THE QUEEN CITY 
t 
{ OPPOSITE GLASS BLOCK 
! MARION, IND. 
• 
I Phone 507 
i 
f 
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With God Most High 
KEEVER'S CAFE 
FOR HOT LUNCHES AND 
SHORT ORDERS 
Oysters in Season. 
D. R. KEEVER, Upland, Ind. 
There is a certain sad deficiency in Again, he who comes in touch with 
the religious life of today that comes the really supernatural is at once rid i 
close home to the large majority of us. of all that inordinate, amorous intim- | 
Whether we are among the very re- acy which makes the religion of some j phone 58. 




508 Marion National Bank BIdg. 
ligious or among the less religious, the Christians unto whom "He is precious" j 
lives of the most of us, as we live appear soft, effeminate, disgusting. | 
them day by day, are entirely too One has said, "Men have never felt t 
little in touch with the august, the easy with the invisible word laid sud-
majestic, the sublime, the supernat- denly open to their gaze." True 
ural, the perfect, with the result that enough. God spoke from the burning 
we are characterized more by things bush, "and Moses hid his face; for he 
which are not fitting, nor seemly, nor was afraid to look upon God." The 
becoming than we are by the fruit, mighty burning seraphim covered 
the virtues and the graces of the their faces and their feet with their 
Spirit. As Dr. Jowett says, "There is wings as they adored their thrice holy 
no more insidious peril in modern re- Lord. Daniel, "greatly beloved" in 
ligious life than the debasement of heaven, saw the angel Gabriel and 
our conception of the practical. If "trembled"; he "retained no strength," 
we divorce the practical from the sub- and his "comliness was turned into 
lime, the practical will become the corruption." Zacharias, "righteous" 
superficial, and will degenerate into a and blameless, saw Gabriel and "was 
very lean and forceless thing." In- troubled"; Mary saw him and "was 
deed, no one thing could come into troubled"; the shepherds saw him and 
our church life at this time that would "were sore afraid." Peter, James and 
be frought with more wholesome and John heard the voice of God from the 
far-reaching consequences than that, cloud, and "fell on their faces, and 
in an indelibly impressive way, the were sore afraid." "The disciple whom 
ordinary Christian should really see Jesus loved; which also leaned on his 
God, and thereafter fellowship with breast," when caught up in the spirit 
Him as the One "who only hath im- into the glory world saw "one like 
mortality, dwelling in the light which unto the Son of man," and "fell at his 
no man can approach unto; whom no feet as dead." 
man hath seen, nor can see. jn conseqUence 0f this no envisioned I QT^,^PT7T<"1T^, TTTAT/U" GYA ! 
This is therefore from a spiritua gouj w;[j rusb unceremoniously into ? T, ^ f rT i " t 
dew an intensely practical „ ? The first Hardware Store on ? 
CHIROPRACTIC 
Is the Key to Perfect Health 
Affections of the Eyes, Throat, 
Lungs, Nose, Heart, Stomach, 
Liver, Spleen, Bowels, Bladder, 
Kidneys and Reproductive Organs 
quickly yield to scientific Chiro­
practic adjustments. 
JAMES THOMPSON, 
Doctor of Chiropractic 
Phone 1121 Over Post Office 
Upland, Indiana 
point of vie  an intensely piactica Q0(J>s presence or act unsensitively 
matter. This appears in pait rom therein, for be comes into an exalted 
what follows. conception of Him as Most High. He 
It is effective as an evangelizing ;s not common. His feelings and their 
factor. He who comes into the pres- expression, His thoughts and their = 
ence of the supernatural is turned expression, His will and its expres- ., 
towards God. Isaiah saw the Lord sjon> jn a word, He Himself and His j 
enthroned on high and the mighty manifestation in the flesh, are all | 
burning seraphim engaged in anti- above Him. Comparatively speaking, ? 
phonal adorations to their thrice holy be is nothing; but they in Him are ? 
Lord, and immediately he felt con- perfect, plenteous, universal; and He | 
scious of his woeful, undone, unclean js eternal. 
condition, and was cleansed. Three 
thousand souls on Pentecost not only 
your way down town, 
i Student Patronage Solicited. 
| Upland .... Indiana 
FUJI & COMPANY 
Importers and Exporters 
JAPANESE ART GOODS 
E. GUMBAN, Local Agent 
Hereupon reverence is born. There 
comes a profound respect for God. • 
witnessed the supernatural woik of ipbere js begotten that wholesome fear I A. HOLLIS 1VT D I 
the Spirit, bu "were pricked m their ^ ^  ,g ^ <)f a]] eyUeAR ^ THPOAT ' 
heart" and "gladly received" the word ® 6 • EAK, NOSE, THROAT ? 
s - true wisdom, of all worthy living. As • nffipo i on »T TT-  ,  n, » 
of life; and "fear came upon every "Reverence is the ? t Hospital, 2i4 N. High St. * 
soul." "Saul, yet breathing out threat- * y ' J Hartford City, Ind. ; _ „ . . J very clue to fruitful, practical living. L. t..t „ * enings and slaughter," was intercepted ' , . , 
by the supernatural and was turned follows from this that he who 
unto Christ The jailor in the pres- continues to associate with the Maj- — — : 
ence of the supernatural came "trem- esty on high will also continue in rev-
bling and fell down before Paul and erence, and so be carried beyond the | SH0ES for th WH0LE FAmILY I 




out "believing with all his living. No child ever yet really rev- Upland, Ind. 
ered its father but that it felt its f 
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who continued long in that upon which 
he knew his father frowned. Really 
revere the Father above and all that is 
not Jesus-like, appearing mean, will 
be put off. No son ever yet really 
revered his father but that he took 
on a likeness to him. Really revere 
the Father above and, becoming full 
of grace and truth, you will reflect the 
divine. As Dr. Jowett says, "People 
who live and move beneath great 
domes acquire a certain calm and 
stately dignity. It is in companion­
ship with the sublimities that awk­
wardness and coarseness are de­
stroyed." 
Grant then, our Father on high, that 
as we live and move beneath the sky-
blue, star-studded vault of Thy heav­
ens, we may acquire "the posture of a 
finely sensitive reverence," and so, 
being refined by the everlasting burn­
ings of Thy holiness, come at last to 
be like Thee, and to see Thee as Thou 
art. 
—F. C. Phillips. 
A NEW YEAR MESSAGE FROM 
THE BOOK OF LIFE 
Jesus Christ 
Thou shalt call his name Jesus, for 
he shall save his people from their 
sins. 
There is no other name under heaven, 
among men, whereby he may be 
saved. 
At the name of Jesus, every knee 
shall bow, and every tongue shall 
confess. 
The Same 
Forever, O Lord, thy word is settled 
in the heavens. 
I am the Lord who change not. 
God is not a man that he should lie, 
neither the son of man that he 
should repent. 
Yesterday 
In the beginning God. 
Our dwelling place in all generations. 
The eternal God is thy refuge. 
Before Abraham was, I am. 
Today 
1 will keep thee every moment. 
He that keepeth Israel, will neither 
slumber nor sleep. 
Lo, I am with you alway. 
I will not leave you nor forsake you. 
And Forever 
He will be our guide even unto death. 
Even unto old age and hoar hairs 
will I carry you. 
He shall not fail nor be discouraged. 
He shall reign forever and ever. 
—Selected. 
Hart, Schaffner 
& Marx Clothes 
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Well, if it is Gents' Furnishings— 
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A Remarkable Phenomenon 
The pastor's sermon Christmas 
morning was on Immanuel—"God 
with us." The message was worthy 
of the occasion and received from 
Nature a striking ilustration. During 
the walk of a mile from the church 
to the College Addition I saw the 
most transcendently beautiful sight 
of my whole life and was made to 
feel that God is in His world and 
would come to pass, including the 
process. When God ignites His gases 
the atmospheric heavens shall pass 
away with the noise of explosion and 
the elements shall be dissolved with 
the heat. Then the earth and the 
works therein shall be discovered. We 
do not even dream of the earth's 
beauty and glory. Like the life of 
the true believer the earth's secret is 
with us to teach lessons of beauty, of "hid with Christ in God." But when 
purity, of joy, and of peace. It had Christ shall be manifested, and we 
drizzled the night before and frozen shall be manifested with Kim in 
the rainy mist until grass, leaf, stem, glory, the earth itself, as we'l as the 
twig, shrub and tree were coated and atmospheric heavens, now defiled by 
pendant with ice. The sun shone upon Satan's presence, will be transfigured 
this icy scene and transformed it into with supernal splendor. It is a pro-
a fairy land. A million prisms broke cess of purification, not destruction, 
the light into its component colors The apostle explicitly guards against 
and turned the landscape into the 
most exquisite display of jewels Na­
ture ever hung up for inspection. 
Everything, from the smallest sprig 
of grass to the largest bush and tree 
seemed to burn and glow with all the 
colors of the rainbow and more— 
only they were stones not bands— 
jewels of surpassing loveliness. There 
were diamonds, amethysts, sapphires, 
topazes, opals, rubies and emeralds 
flashing and playing in countless pro­
fusion. The wire fences were as 
though strung with beads of every 
hue and pattern, sparkling with a 
lustre that no language could de­
scribe. The lawns and pastures were 
the latter supposition: "Nevertheless 
we, according to the promise, look for 
new heavens and a new eaith, where­
in dwelleth righteousness." 
St. John confirms Peter's statement 
with an amplification that takes on 
new meaning since this marvelous 
Christmas display of Nature, and we 
note the central Figure of it all is 
Immanuel. How wonderful was Na­
ture's seal to the text of Christmas 
morning! Let us meditate on John's 
vision: "And I saw a New Heaven 
and a New Earth: for the first heaven 
and the first earth were passed away: 
and there was no more sea. 
And, John saw the holy city, new 
irridescent with glory, and it seemed Jerusalem, coming down from God 
as if one could scoop up gems by the 
bushel. Never have I looked upon 
a more entrancing scene. Many were 
thrilled by the phenomenon, and ex­
clamations of "Oh!" "Wonderful!" 
"Glorious!" burst from lips not given 
to vain repetitions. 
As I paused now and then to look 
around and gazed upon the extra­
ordinary scene I thought of the 
apostle Peter's prediction concerning 
the day of the Lord, "in which the 
heavens shall pass away with a great 
r.oise and the elements shall be dis­
solved with fervent heat and the 
earth and the works that are therein 
shall be burned up." For "burned 
up," according to the margin of the 
Eevised Version, "the most ancient 
manuscripts read discovered." The 
apostle was not a chemist, but the 
Spirit of God who knows all the se 
out of heaven, prepared as a bride 
adorned for her husband. 
And I heard a great voice out of 
heaven saying, "Behold, the taber­
nacle of God is with men, and he will 
dwell with them, and they shall be 
his people, and God himself shall be 
with tham, and be their God. And 
God himself shall wipe away all tears 
from their eyes; and there shall be 
no more death, neither sorrow, nor 
crying, neither shall there be any 
more pain: for the former things are 
passed away." 
And he that sat upon the throne 
said, "Behold, I make All Things 
New." And he said unto me, "Write: 
for these words are true and faith­
ful." 
And he said unto me, "It is done. 
I am Alpha and Omega, the beginn-
him that is athirst of the fountain of 
the water of life freely. 
He that overcometh shall inherit 
all things; and I will be his God, and 
he shall be my son." 
The fate of the wicked is no less 
emphatically set forth than the bless­
edness of the righteous (v. 8). Then 
follows a description of the glorified 
Church in which the resources of 
language are taxed to suggest the 
ineffable glory of that city of God. 
"Pure gold" and "all manner of pre­
cious stones" reflect the light that 
never was or land or sea; for "the 
city had no need of the sun, neither 
of the moon to shine in it, for the 




VERY efficacious tor sore throats and head colds—leaves such a 
cool, clean feeling. Use it to pre 
vent the Flu! Throats sprayed with. 
Klenzo resist all disease germs. 
Take home a bottle today. 
PIONEER DHUO STORE 
—The Rexall Store— 
Phone 852 Upland 
crets of the universe, told him what an<' en<'- 1 w''' give unto _ 
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Lamb is the light thereof." 
What is this but Eden restored and 
possessed by the Second Adam with 
all His redeemed and glorified peo­
ple? He declared that we are to be 
"as angels which are in heavsn." 
What this means in appearance and 
power may be gathered from certain 
descriptions of those sent forth to 
minister unto the heirs of salvation. 
Daniel refers to one who came to him 
"clothed in linen ,whose loins were 
girded with fine gold of Uphaz, his 
body also was like the beryl, and 
his face as the appearance of light­
ning, and his feet like in color to 
polished brass, and the voice of his 
words like the voice of a multitude." 
The prophet Ezekiel in his lamenta­
tion upon the King of Tyre tells us 
what Satan was like before his fall: 
"Thou sealest up the sum, full of 
wisdom and perfect in beauty. Thou 
hast been in Eden the garden of God; 
every precious stone was thy cover­
ing, the sardius, the topaz, and the 
diamond, the beryl, the onyx and the 
jasper, the sapphire, the emerald, 
and the carbuncle and gold; the 
workmanship of thy tabrets and of 
thy pipes was prepared in the day 
that thou wast created. Thou art 
the anointed cherub that covereth: 
and I have set thee so; thou wast 
upon the holy mountain of God; thou 
hast walked up and down in the 
midst of the stones of fire. Thou 
wast perfect in thy ways from the 
day that thou wast created, till in­
iquity was found in thee." Then the 
prophet states the reason for this 
cherub's fall. "Thine heart was 
lifted up because of thy beauty, thou 
hast corrupted thy wisdom by reason 
of thy brightness. 
And this he lost by setting his 
heart upon creature greatness, for­
getting that he had nothing but 
what he had received. His beauty 
and his wisdom were derived, not 
original. He cherished the thought 
of being greater than he was. The 
thought became desire, by which he 
was "drawn away and enticed." Then 
when desire had conceived, it brought 
forth sin, and sin, when finished, 
brought forth death. Or as Jesus 
stated the case: "Ye are of your 
father the devil and the lusts of your 
father ye will do. He was .a murder­
er from the beginning, and abode not 
in the truth, because there is no truth 
in him. When he speaketh a lie, he 
speaketh of his own; for he is a liar 
and the father of it." 
Such was the genesis of sin that 
turned Eden into a wilderness and 
converted the beauty of the earth 
with an impenetrable veil. Oc­
casionally the veil seems lifted just 
a little and gleams of radiance break 
through, to give us a hint of coming 
splendors, when the God-Man shall 
banish into regions of night the fall­
en "cherub that covereth" and shall 
cause the hidden beauty to be seen. 
Radium and the various forms of 
light are prophetic of those splendors. 
The promise is that "the face of the 
covering that is cast over all peoples 
and the veil that is spread over all 
nations" shall be destroyed. Then 
"the earth and the works that are 
therein shall be discovered." What 
a stupendous spectacle will that un­
veiling disclose! 
Satan did not stand the test of his 
probation. Neither did the first man. 
But the Second Man—the Son of Man 
—stood the test and sent this as­
surance ringing down the centuries: 
—"The prince of this world cometh 
and hath nothing in me"—"be of good 
cheer, I have overcome the world." 
O, the immeasurable comfort this 
assurance gives of our everlasting 
confirmation in that state of holiness 
which His redemptive work has made 
possible to us! Our probation should 
not be our undoing but our prepara­
tion for participating in the glories 
of eternity, when the decree of final 
and unalterable destiny will be real­
ized:—"He that is righteous, let him 
be righteous still; and he that is holy, 
let him be holy still." 
Thanks be unto God for His un­
speakable gift! 
-—Prof. Newton Wray. 
It hurts a pretty girl more to be 
ignored than it does an ugly girl to 
be reminded that she is homely. 
o 
"Pussyfoot" Johnson, arch foe of 
liquor, is back in the United States 
after a lengthy campaign in the in­
terests of prohibition in Europe. 
"The entire world will be dry in 30 
years," he states emphatically. "In­
dia is drying up and will be the 
first to become absolutely parched. 
Denmark is losing some of its wet­
ness by local option." 
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PRAYER BAND 
The key-note of the initial meeting 
of the Prayer Band for the winter 
term was one of definiteness. God 
has always been exact concerning His 
promises. He has shown Himself to 
be certain in every appointment to 
those who have exercised themselves 
to sound the deep things of God. 
Hence, the Lord requires that we be 
as open-minded and direct in our atti­
tude toward Him, as He is toward us. 
If we are to have the greatest term 
of school that Taylor University has 
ever witnessed, would not the throw­
ing off of all restraint of half-hearted-
ness and unbelief be the best course 
to pursue? Shall we not enter by 
faith upon this endeavor? Nothing 
in all the universe is as definite or as 
immovable as faith. We read that 
through it men "Subdued kingdoms, 
wrought righteousness, obtained prom­
ises, stopped the mouths of lions." 
True faith is not that which declares, 
"Lord I will believe thee, if thou dost 
as I wish or feel." Immovable trust 
is that which finds expression in the 
words of Job, "Though he slay me, yet 
will I trust him." This is the triumph 
of the Christian soul. 
Under the leadership of Miss Cassel 
we feel sure of advancement. The 
message which she brought to us, the 
evening of January 3, was direct and 
helpful. We must unite our prayers 
and faith with hers in building up 
a strong Band which will be aggres­
sive in placing the question of salva­




The Rev. H. P. Thomas of Upland, 
Ind., preached at the Holiness League 
last Friday evening, Dec. 29. His 
subject was, "Entire Sanctification as 
a Second Definite Work of Grace." 
He quoted many passages from the 
Bible, but the principal basis for his 
thought was I. Peter 1:2. 
Many shouts of praise rang out 
as he opened up the Word and re­
vealed the truth pertaining to the 
The Soangetahas met on the first 
Saturday evening of the new term. 
They showed their loyalty by good 
attendance although many were not 
yet back from their vacations. The 
new officers were in charge. After 
an interesting inaugural address by 
the new president, a business session 
was held. The business proved to be 
so lengthy that the extemporaneous 
debate, planned for the evening, was 
not given. Each member present 
gained fresh enthusiasm to make this 
term better than any previous one. 
—G. W. 
I 
subject that is so dear to the hearts 
of those who attend the League. What 
a neglected subject is Sanctification! 
A preacher in one of our big Methodist 
churches recently announced that the 
subject of his sermon on Sunday 
would be "Cain's Wife." How much 
better if it had been "Entire Sancti­
fication," a subject that would have 
fed the hungry benighted souls who 
were looking into his face expecting 
to receive food, but receiving only 
husks. 
When the ice wagon goes down the 
street, no one pays any attention, no 
matter how loud the gong may sound, 
but let the fire wagon start and the 
people come from miles around. 
When our churches have nothing but 
ice wagons, cold-hearted members, 
frigid deacons, and North Pole preach­
ers, how may we expect people to 
come? But let a few fire wagons be 
used and there will not be sufficient 
room for the people; everybody comes 
when the fire breaks out. 
There were no ice wagons around 
the Holiness League last Friday even­
ing. Five souls went to the altar 
seeking the experience and three went 
away satisfied. Others were hungry. 
The work seems to be starting with 
enthusiasm and sincerity under the 
direction of the new president, Miss 
Kenrick, who recognizes the triumph­
ant leadership of the Father, Son and 
Holy Ghost. 
F. D. W. 
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Sunset at last! 
The night moves on apace; 
And tossing off her garments, grey 
and dark, 
She revels with the evening blast, 
That moans and sighs 
Thru naked willows, down the valley. 
Then lower, fainter.—dying, dying, 
While the sunset's crimson fades the 
skies. 
Take heed, oh Night-
Lest these thy garments, damp and 
\ dark, 
Do now become the sole disguise 
Of waning Time in flight; 
Lest sent'nels of the Coming Day 
Do fail to apprehend 
The Year that now in mist and black 
Makes bold to slip away. 
A Year takes fight! 
Not a criminal does he go 
Nor one 'gainst whom we hurl on-
tempt, 
For in his day came Light. 
We would not hold him then for 
aught 
Save counting, one by one, 
The many vict'ries, mercies great, 
That in his day were wrought. 
Sunset and Night. 
The end of another Year! 
Oh, God, to Thee we lift our praise 
As favored in Thy sight, 
We've moved a pace toward Brother­
hood. f 
Though Greed still grasps with bony • 
hand i 
He can not always hoard the wealth 
Of Peace and Common Good. = 
—Barton Rees Pogue. T 
o | *3^1 
You will probably never have any i 
set of conditions more conducive to | 
happiness than those that now sur- f 
round you. The peace of God which f . _ . . . _ , 
passeth all understanding is not cle- i f J iscount (jiven 1 o 1 aylor University btudents 
termined by our stars or by our j _ . . r . „„ 
circumstance. It is God's gift applied | ^ Best Place To Trade After A!1 
within, and conditioned upon our ac- • • 
ceptance and use. 
• 
A nation's greatness does not con- | SNYDER'S CASH DEPARTMENT STORE 
sist in the abundance of its posses- ; 
sions, the depth of its knowledge, or j Geo. A. Snyder, Prop, 
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A Sinner Saved by Grace | 
i i 
BEN BRADFORD j 
QUALITY SHOE SHOP 
I have been requested to tell of the 
greatest event which, in my judgment, 
can possibly happen in the life of an 
individual—the deliverance and the 
transformation" from a life of sin to a 
life of righteousness. To my mind, 
the greatest day of a man's life, is the 
day that he comes face to face with 
the Son of God, and answers two ques­
tions: "What shall ye do with Jesus 
who is called the Christ?" and "What 
think ye of Christ?" 
Almost six years have passed since 
I turned to God, the One who through 
all my years of sin, never turned His 
back upon me. Until a few months 
before my conversion, I was not a 
church-goer. My life was spent in 
indulging in sinful appetites and de­
sires; life meant no more to me than 
using the world as a lemon, from 
which I sought to squeeze out that 
which would assuage the gnawing de­
sires that ever burned in my soul, 
mind, and body. 
Several years prior to my conver­
sion, i. e. second birthday—all real 
Christians are twice-born people ac­
cording to Christ's own statement— 
such an unrest was upon my soul that 
I practically became a vagabond, wan­
dering from place to place, discontent­
ed, frequenting the dance-halls, indulg­
ing in gambling and drinking bouts, 
making the rounds of the amusement 
parks of some of the large cities, and 
spending hours in the gambling halls 
of certain so-called fraternal societies, 
it was after one of these nights of 
debauchery that a ray of light sinned 
into my darkened heart and I made a 
vow that I never would again touch 
another drop of liquor. That was the 
beginning of a conviction which set­
tled over my soul, not to be lifted for 
weeks. 
1 was induced to join the Methodist 
Church and was received into full 
membership amidst a multitude of 
good resolves on my part. Xne re­
solves in themselves were all right, 
but I needed Christ to help me keep 
them. (Self-reformation, ax ways nas 
been and always will be, a poor crutch 
for one who is spiritually maimed, 
to lean upon). However, it was 
through the prayers and interest of 
a band of praying Christians from the 
Church, that my decision to turn to 
Cod was given a definite expression. 
During the second prayer-meeting 
held in my home, 1 knelt by a chair 
in my sitting-room, and poured out 
my heart to Him who is never deaf 
nor asleep. Words fail to picture or 
to explain that wonderful transaction 
whereby I was made a "new creature 
in Christ Jesus." Briefly my exper­
ience was as follows: 
With a determination of the Holy 
Spirit, I fell on my knees and began 
calling upon God. The faces and the 
voices of the people in the room faded 
from memory's canvas—only God, and 
Satan, and myself, were there. I 
prayed until every burden of sin ex­
cept one was lifted—that one was the 
appetite for cigarettes. (Previous to 
my conversion I had taken the "Ed­
ward J. Woods Cigarette Cure" twice). 
I seemed to smell the odor of them in 
my nostrils and I felt as though I 
could eat one. Then came a choking 
sensation, it seemed to me that I 
would choke if I did not get out of 
the room. Consequently I rushed from 
the room, went out the back door, and 
fell down on my knees under the 
grape-arbor. Looking up into the 
starry heavens, I implored God to save 
my soul if He ever intended to do so. 
He did, and a flood of glory came and 
washed away the desire—the want to 
—for sin; and from that moment until 
now I have never wanted cigarettes, 
cards, etc. Consecration and sancti-
fication followed this experience, and 
when the call came for me to enter 
the ministry and give my life in the 
Mission Field, I said "yes" to God 
with my whole heart. 
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f EVERYTHING IN BUILDING I 
f MATERIAL, WOOD & COAL | 
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We Appreciate Your Trade 
"Blue Bird" Bre?d 
BUNS, ROLLS, AND ALL 
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PRAYER CHANGES THNIGS 
thou There IS A PLACE where 
canst touch the eyes 
Of blinded men to instant, PERFECT 
SIGHT; 
There is a place where thou canst say, 
"ARISE!" 
TO DYING CAPTIVES; bound in 
chains of night; 
There is a place where thou canst 
search the store 
OF HORDED GOLD AND FREE IT 
FOR THE LORD; 
There is a place—upon some distant 
shore— 
Where thou canst send the WORK­
ERS or the WORD. 
"Where is that blessed place"— dost 
thou ask—-"WHERE," 
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A city girl was taking a course in 
an agricultural college. After a lec­
ture on how to increase the milk flow 
she rose for a question. "How long," 
she blushingly inquired, "must one 
beat a cow before she will give 
whipped cream?" 
If you cannot give anything else, 
give a smile and a word of cheer. 
A man without a conscience is a 
man without principle. 
"Abe" Pugh, spying a bundle of 
rules on the Bible, "Well, I see our 
rules are founded on the Scripture 
anyway." 
Laura NeflF in Dietetics Class— 
"Some people weigh more after eat­
ing, especially after eating some peo­
ple's biscuits." 
During a conversation between an 
Irishman and a Jew, the Irishman 
asked how it was that Jews were so 
wise. 
"Because," said the Jew, "we eat a 
certain kind of fish," and he offered to 
sell one for ten dollars. 
After paying his money, the Irish­
man received a small dried fish. He 
bit into it, then exclaimed: "Why, 
this is only a smoked herring." 
"See?" said the Jew, "You are get­
ting wise already." 
Applied Science 
Two little kids were in swimming. 
One thrashed about wildly, but made 
little progress. 
"Hey Jimmy," shouted the other, 
"keep yer fingers together when ye're 
swimmin'; ye wouldn't eat soup wit' 
a fork, would'ye?" 
I hate to be a kicker, 
And generally stand for peace; 
But the wheel that does the squeaking 
Is the wheel that gets the grease. 
BE CAREFUL OF YOUR COMMAS j 
1 
Kodak Finishing 
1 New Prices 
Developing 
Per Roll (6 exposures) 10c 
Pack 25c 
Printing 
No. 2 Size, 2'/4x3</4 —- 3c 
No. 2A size, 2'4x4'/2 4c 
BRING US YOUR WORK 
He—"I've an awful cold in my 
head." 
She—"Well, that's something." 
Seized with a poetic fervor a Ken­
tucky  co lone l  wro te  t o  h i s  l ady  love :  |  T J . r  I f  1  B i n  A  V O D M r D  
"Woman without her man is a savage" |  | ftAsflffA MJnNCtl 
-—what he meant to say was: "Woman, i 
without her, man is a savage." 1 
A lady remarked of William Mc­
Neil's singing: "Oh, he sings just fine, 
but I wish he would give us a song 
in his native tongue." 
"Caller—"What do you charge, 
Doctor?" 
Doctor—"Two dollars for a min­
imum." 
Caller—"And how much for a stom­
ach ache?" 
Prof. Glasier, after counting faces 
in class—"There seems to be one more 
in class than I have names recorded 
here. How is this?" 
Mary French—"Perhaps you count­
ed Wesley Pugh twice. He's two-
faced." 
English Girl—"I hear you've been 
visiting in the States. What did you | 
think of the native American?" 
Englishman—"I didn't meet any. 
I spent all my time in New York." 
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